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The Brauer group of H-dimoduie algebras, BD(R,HJ, consists of 
equivalence classes of H-Azumaya algebras; where H is a Hopf algebra 
over a commutative ring R, and an H-dimodule algebra A is defined to 
be H-Azuraaya if certain maps (analogous to the usual map A ®  A End(AJJ 
are isomorphisms. It is shown that if R is a separably closed field of 
characteristic p and H is a truncated power series Hopf algebra then 
a necessary and sufficient condition for an H-Azumaya algebra A to 
be R-Azumaya (the usual Azumaya R-algebraJ is that it be semisimple.
An example is given to show that semisimplicity is necessary for this 
to be true.
BDo(RjH) is the subset of BD(R,HJ consisting of only those H-Azumaya 
algebras that are already R-Azumaya. If each element [A] in BDo(R,HJ 
has the property that A = End(VJ as an H-module algebra for some finitely 
generated projective H-module V, then BDq(R,HJ is a subgroup of BD(R,HJ., 
For the truncated power series Hopf algebra ap = k[x]/(xPj, with x 
primitive, BDo(R,apJ = R* when R is a perfect field of characteristic 
p and has trivial Brauer group.
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INTRODUCTION
The Brauer group, B(kJ, is the abelian group of similarity 
classes of central simple algebras over a field k. It is a significant 
invariant of the field k and holds an important place in the theory 
of algebras over a field. Its definition was generalized to an 
arbitrary commutative ring with identity by Azumaya [A] and Auslander 
and Goldman [AG].
In 1963 while looking for invariants in the theory of quadratic 
forms over a field. Wall [W] found that the graded Brauer group of 
2-graded algebras gives a better connection to quadratic-form theory 
than the ordinary Brauer group. This theory was then generalized 
to the commutative ring case by Bass [B] and Small [Si, S%].
Wall considered gradings by the group of order 2, so a natural 
generalization was to extend this to other groups. Knus [K] and 
Childs, Garfinkel and Orzech [CGO] considered algebras graded by an 
arbitrary finite abelian group G. They introduced a Brauer group of 
graded Azumaya algebras, B^(R,GJ, for G a finite abelian group, R 
a commutative ring with units group U(RJ, and : G X G — > U(RJ 
a fixed bimultiplicative map. When G = Cz, the cyclic group of 
order 2, and <|> is nontrivial, B^ (^R,GJ is the Brauer-Wall group 
introduced by Wall.
Another generalization of the Brauer group was developed by 
Frohlich and Wall [FW]. This is the equivariant Brauer group which 
involves algebras on which a group acts.
In [Li], Long introduced BD(R, Gj, the Brauer group of algebras 
graded by an arbitrary group G and also acted on by G so that the 
action preserves the grading. In [La], he further extended this to
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BD(R,HJ by replacing G with an arbitrary commutative and cocommutative 
Hopf algebra H over a ring R. This coincides with the former Brauer 
group in [Lx] if we let H = R[G], the group algebra of G over R.
Long then computed BD(R,GJ for a cyclic group of prime order over 
an algebraically closed field.
Orzech [0] and Beattie [Be] then extended Long's computations 
by relaxing the conditions that R be an algebraically closed 
field, and that G be cyclic of prime order.
None of the above works consider H-Azumaya algebras for any 
Hopf algebra H other than the group algebra. In this paper we 
extend the study of H-Azumaya algebras into domains where H is 
not necessarily the group algebra.
BD(R,HJ, the Brauer group of H-dimodule algebras, consists of 
equivalence classes of H-Azumaya algebras; where an H-dimodule algebra 
A is defined to be H-Azumaya if certain maps (analogous to the usual 
map A ® A° — > End(AJJ are isomorphisms. B D o ( R , H J  is a subset of 
BD(R,HJ consisting of only those H-Azumaya algebras that are 
already R-Azumaya (the usual Azumaya algebrasj. Long in [L2] has shown 
that B D ( K , H J  =  B D o ( K , H J  for H = K[Cp], where is the cyclic group 
of order p and k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 
p. This implies that any H-Azumaya algebra is already R-Azumaya.
In Chapter I we introduce the truncated power series Hopf algebras, 
which include group algebras as special cases. We then show that 
not all H-Azumaya algebras are R-Azumaya when H is a truncated 
power series Hopf algebra, and we give a necessary and sufficient 
condition for this to be true. Long's result is then a special 
case of our theorem.
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B D o ( R , H J  is not necessarily a subgroup of B D ( R , H J .  In Chapter II 
we give a sufficient condition for B D o ( R , H J  to be a group and 
extend Long's computation of B D o ( R , H j  to H = a truncated power 
series Hopf algebra not equal to a group algebra. We find that 
for an appropriate field B D o ( R , o i p J  = R * ,  the multiplicative group 
of R. Finally, we list some open questions raised by the work 
in this paper.
CHAPTER 0 
PRELIMINARIES
This chapter contains basic definitions and results of Hopf 
algebras and H-dimodule algebras, leading to the definition of 
BD(R,HJ, the Brauer group of H-dimodule algebras.
1. General Conventions
Throughout this paper, R is a commutative ring with identity. 
Each ®, Horn, etc. is taken over R, and each map is R-linear unless 
otherwise stated. All algebras and modules are understood to be 
R-algebras and R-raodules.
B(RJ is the usual Brauer group of R. Central separable algebras 
are called R-Azumaya algebras. H denotes a Hopf algebra over R and 
Cn is the cyclic group of order n.
2. Coalgebras, Bialgebras and Hopf Algebras 
Definition 0.1.
A coalgebra C over R is an R-module C together with the maps:
coproduct or diagonalization A : C ->• C ®  C,
counit or augmentation e : C R,
so that the following diagrams commute:
Coassociativity Left and Right Counit
C — ^  C ® C  R ® C  = C = C 0 R
A A0I e®I \ 1‘/ I®£
c ® c c ® c ® c  c ® c
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We introduce the Sweedler Z notation, which is an important
tool for coalgebra manipulation. We write A(hJ = Z hiSha, and
(nJ
note that E is a dummy, serving merely to remind us that A(hJ is a
sum of elements of the form hiCôhz. The symbols hi and ha do not
denote particular elements, but are merely placeholders.
E notation can be used to convey precisely the information in
commutative diagrams. Thus, A : C -»■ C ® C is coassociative iff
Z A(CjJ®C2 = Z ci®A(c2j for all ceC, and e : C ^ R is a counit 
(cJ (cj
iff Z e(cijc2 = c = Z ci£(c2j.
(cj (cj
Definition 0.2.
A bialgebra B is an R-module that is simultaneously an R-algebra
under
multiplication .g: B ® B -»■ B, 
unit Ig: R + B,
and a coalgebra under A and e, such that A and e are algebra maps.
Definition 0.3.
A Hopf algebra H is a bialgebra H equipped with a map, the
antipode, S : H -*■ H such that Z hiS(h2j = e(hj = Z S(hiJh2 for
(hj (h)
all hcH.
Definition 0.4.
A Hopf algebra is commutative if the multiplication is commutative and
cocommutative if the diagonalization is commutative, i.e. Z hi®h2 =
(hj
Z hz&hi.
(hj
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Remark 0.5.
If the Hopf algebra H is finitely generated projective as an 
R-module, then so is its dual H* = Hom(H,RJ. The structure maps of 
H* are given as follows:
.jj* : H* ®  H* = (H ®  H*
1„* : R - R* H*
‘H*
A
H*
; H* -^4 (H ® Hj * = H* 0  H*
: H* H*
where, if f : X Y is a morphism of R-modules then £*:¥*->• X* is 
the map given by <f*(y*j,x> = <y*,f(xj>. Thus, for example,
<hi*'h2*, h> = <hi*8h2*, A(hj> and <A(h*j, hi®h2> = <h*, hi*h2>.
For more details of Hopf algebras and Z notation formalisms, see 
[SWi, SW2].
3. Examples of Hopf algebras
We give two important examples of Hopf algebras.
Example 0.6.
A classical example of a Hopf algebra is the group algebra, 
H=R[G], where G is any group. This has the coalgebra structure given 
by A(gj = gS>g, E(gj = 1 and S(gJ = g“* for geG;
An element g in an arbitrary Hopf algebra which satisfies 
A(gj = g®g and e(gj = 1 is said to be group-like.
An important special group algebra for us will be the following:
- 7 -
Example 0.7.
H = R[Cp], where R is a ring of characteristic p. As algebras, 
R[Cp] = R[x]/(xP-lJ - R[y]/(y^J, where y = x-1. The coalgebra
structure maps are defined by Ax = x®x and hence Ay = y®y + y®l +
l®y; e(xj = 1 and hence e(yj = 0, with S(xJ = x \  The dual 
H* = k(2]/(z^-zj, where <z^, x^> = has the coalgebra structures 
given by Az = z®l + l®z, e(zj = 0 and S(zJ = -z. These structures
coincide with the dual structures given in Remark 0.5. In an
arbitrary Hopf algebra, an element z that satisfies Az = z®g + g® z 
(with g group-1 ikej and e(zj = 0 is said to be primitive with
respect to g or g-primitive. If g = 1 we simply say z is primitive.
Of prime importance to us is the following:
Example 0.8.
H = Op. This is the Hopf algebra H = R[x]/(x^J with R a ring 
of characteristic p. H has the coalgebra structure given by 
Ax = x®l + 10X, e(xj = 0  and S(xJ = -x. The dual H* = R[z]/(z^J, 
where <z,x> = 1 and <z^, x^> = j!6. ., has the coalgebra structure 
given by Az = z®l + l®z, e(zj = 0 and S(zJ = -z. Thus H = H* as
a Hopf algebra. We note that <1, z, . . . ,zP"^> is the dual basis
to <1, X, . . ., ^p_2 j I >.
See [P2, Beispiele 4.1] for more details of the above examples.
4. H-modules, H-comodules and H-dimodules
Definition 0.9.
An R-module M is a (leftj H-module if there is an R-linear 
n'ap — ^ : H ® M — > M, {written simply —  ^ if the meaning is
8 -
clear) such that the following diagrams commute.
•ftôT
(ij H ® H ®  M H ® M
1„»I
(iij R ®  M H ® M
We say that H acts on M by — » .
Note that (ij says (g*hj— ^m = g-^ (h-^ mj and (iiJ
1 (rj—  ^m = rm for all g, heH, meM and reR. Thus the diagrammatic 
H
definition above coincides with the elementary definition of a module.
The virtue of this approach is that it leads readily into the defini­
tion of one of the principal objects of study, the comodules, by 
dualizing or reversing the arrows in the above diagrams.
Example 0.10.
Any R-module M can be made into an H-module trivially by defining
h-» m = e(hjm and l^(r)m - rm.
If M and N are H-modules then M ® N and Hom(M,NJ are also H-modules
with H-actions given by h-* (m®n) = S (hi-^ m)®[h2—» n), and
(hJ
(h — » f) (mJ = Z hi— »» [f(S(h2)— m] respectively, where heH, meM,
(hJ
neN and feHom(M,Nj [L2, Proposition 1.4].
We now turn to the dual concept of H-comodules.
Definition 0.11.
An R-module M is a (right) H-comodule if there is a map Xj^j : M — » M ®  H 
(written simple x if there is no confusion) so that the following
9 -
diagrams commute.
(ij M M ®  H
lx ® '
M ® H M ®  H «  H
(iij M M ® H
% 1
M »  R
We write xCmJ “ Z mo®mi> with mocM, mi EH. Thus condition 
(mJ
(iij says Z moeCmiJ = m. y is called the coaction of H on M.
(mJ
Example 0.12.
We can make any R-module M into an H-comodule by defining
X(mJ = mgd. This is the trivial H-comodule structure on M.
Recall that if H is a finitely generated projective Hopf
algebra then H* is also a Hopf algebra. It is often more convenient
to study the H*-module structure rather than the H-comodule structure.
This is done as follows: for h*eH* and meM, where M is an H-comodule
with x(mj = Z mo%u, define the H*-action on M (denoted by the down- 
(mj
ward — , J by h*— , m = Z mo<h*, mi>. This makes M into an H*-module.
(mJ
Conversely, if M is an H*-module, then M can be made into an H-comodule 
[Pi, Proposition 1]. Furthermore, if M and N are H-comodules then 
MSN and Hom(M,Nj are H*-modules and hence H-comodules, provided H is 
finitely generated projective.
Definition 0.15.
Let H be a commutative and cocommutative Hopf algebra. An R- 
module M is an H-dimodule if M is an H-module and an H-comodule
- 10 -
such that the following diagram commutes.
I ® X X
In symbols this says:
Z (h — ^ mJ 0 ®(h —  ^mji = Z (h —  ^mo j mi •
(h —  ^n>) Cn»J
Let H be also finitely generated projective. Then an H-dimodule 
M is both an H-module and an H*-module. The commutative diagram 
above then becomes
Î
where f : H*®HSM H®H*«M H®M with T : H®H*  ^ H*®H,
the Twist map, i.e. T(h<2h*J = h*®h.
In symbols this says h —  ^ (h* — ? mj = h* — z (h — » mj
for any heH and h*eH*, i.e. the actions — and — z commute.
Thus, when H is finitely generated projective, M is an H-dimodule 
iff it is an H #  H*-module iff it is an H-H*-bimodule.
5. H-module, H-comodule and H-dimodule algebras
Definition 0.14.
A map f : M — > N, where M and N are H-modules, is an H-module
map if the following diagram commutes.
- 11
1-
In symbols, this says h — = f(h — mJ.
We record this standard definition here in diagrammatic form, 
in order to readily obtain its dual form subsequently.
Definition 0.15.
A is an H-module algebra if A is an R-algebra and an H-module 
so that the structure maps 1^ : R — > A and : A®A — > A are 
H-module maps.
These conditions say that h-^ 1^ - e(hj*l^ and h-)^  (a*bj =
Z (hi-» aj'(hz-» bj for a, beA and heH.
(hJ
Note that if H = R[G], G is a group, and A is an H-module 
algebra, then the above conditions say that g — » 1^ = 1^ and 
g — » (a*bj = (g —  ^aj*(g —  ^bj for geG; thus g acts on A as an 
automorphism.
Example 0.16.
If M is an H-module then End(MJ is an H-module algebra 
[Lî, Proposition 1.8].
Let H be cocommutative. If A and B are H-module algebras then 
so are and A°, the opposite algebra to A [Lz, Proposition 1.7]. 
We also have the following dual concepts.
Definition 0.16.
If M and N are H-comodules and feHom(M,NJ then f is said to be 
an H-comodule map if the following diagram commutes.
-  12
M --- -— » N
l^N
M » H — ^ — > N ®  H
This says that Z f(moJ mi = Z £(mj rfS)f(mJ i.
(raj (f(mJJ
Definition 0.17.
A is an H-comodule algebra if it is an R-algebra and an H-comodule
so that the structure maps 1^ : R — > A and : P&A — > A are
H-comodule maps.
In symbols these conditions become x(l^J = ^A *
XCabJ = Z aobo®aibi.
(aj (bJ
Example 0.18.
Any Hopf algebra H is an H-comodule algebra, by letting 
X = A, the diagonal map.
Let H be commutative, if A and B are H-comodule algebras then 
so are A®B and A°.
If H is finitely generated projective, and M,N are H-comodules
and hence H*-modules, then a map f : M — > N is an H-comodule map
iff it is an H*-module map [L%, Proposition 2.3, (iiij]. Furthermore,
A is a right H-comodule algebra iff it is a left H*-module algebra.
Definition 0.19.
Let M and N be H-dimodules. Then a map f : M — > N is an H-dimodule 
map if it is both an H-module map and H-comodule map.
Definition 0.20
Let H be commutative and cocommutative. An R-algebra A is an
- 13 -
H-dimodule algebra if it is simultaneously an H-dimodule, H-module 
algebra and H-comodule algebra.
Example 0.21.
If M is an H-dimodule then End(Mj is an H-dimodule algebra 
[Lz, Proposition 3.6].
If A and B are H-dimodule algebras, so are A° and A<S6 [Lz, Theorem
3.3].
6 . The Brauer Group of H-dimodule algebras
Let A and B be H-dimodule algebras. Then A88 is an H-dimodule 
algebra with the usual structures. We can put a new multiplication 
on A®B as follows:
i«Xb®i®i I®I®-- ®I
AgggA&B  - p  > A € B « H ia \« 8  ------------- A«B®\iSB — >
•A^*B
A<8A®B«8 ^ AG6 .
Definition 0.22.
The Smash product of A and B, denoted by A#B, is defined to be
the H-dimodule A<S8 with the above multiplication. In symbols,
(a#b)*(c#dj 5 Z a»(bi—  ^cjGbo'd.
(bj
Note that the multiplication in A#B depends only on the comodule 
structure on B and the module structure of A (and the algebra
structure on A and BJ.
With the structure described above A#B is an H-dimodule algebra 
with the H-action inherited from the R-module A3B.
Definition 0.23.
Let A be an H-dimodule algebra. Then A is defined as the H-dimodule
- 14 -
A with multiplication given by a*b = E (ai—  ^bJ»ao with H-action
(aJ
inherited from A.
A is an H-dimodule algebra [Lz, Proposition 3.5].
Definition 0.24.
Let A be an H-dimodule algebra, finitely generated projective and 
faithful over R. We define two maps
F : A#A — ♦ End(AJ
and
by
and
G : A#A — ► End(AJ®,
F (a#bj(cj E I a*(bi— ^ cj'bo 
(bj
G (a#bj(c) = E (ci— » aJ»co*b.
(cj
F and G are H-dimodule algebra maps [Lz, Proposition 4.1].
We now come to the concept of H-Azumaya algebra.
Definition 0.25.
If A is an H-dimodule algebra which is finitely generated 
projective and faithful over R, such that F and G as defined above 
are isomorphisms, then A is said to be H-Azumaya.
Example 0.26.
(iJ If M is an H-dimodule finitely generated projective and 
faithful over R, then End(Mj is an H-Azumaya algebra.
(iij If A and B are H-Azumaya so are A#B and A [Lz, Theorem 4.3] 
We are now ready to define the concept of the Brauer group of 
H-dimoduIc algebras.
- 15 -
Definition 0.27.
Let A and B be H-Azumaya. Then A and B are Brauer Equivalent, 
denoted by A 'v> B, if there exist H-dimodules M,N so that A # End(MJ = 
B # End(NJ as H-dimodule algebras.
n, is an equivalence relation which respects the operation #.
Definition 0.28.
The Brauer group of H-dimodule algebras, BD(R,HJ,is the group of 
Brauer equivalence classes with multiplication induced by # and 
inverse induced by —  .
Remark
By giving trivial H-module and H-comodule structures to an R- 
algebra A, we can make A into an H-dimodule algebra. We then 
have A = A°, A # B = A @  B, etc. and B(RJ can be embedded as a 
subgroup of BD(R,HJ.
If we put. the trivial H-comodule structure on an H-module 
algebra A, then A becomes an H-dimodule algebra. The equivalence 
classes of such H-Azumaya algebras form a group BM(R,HJ, which can 
be embedded in BD(R,HJ. Similarly, we can form a subgroup BC(R,HJ 
of BD(R,HJ, consisting of equivalence classes of H-Azumaya algebras 
with trivial H-module structures. Furthermore, B(RJ can also be 
embedded in both BM(R,HJ and BC(R,HJ.
Let H = R[G], where G is a finite abelian group. Then an 
H-dimodule is a G-graded module with a grade-preserving G-action. 
Furthermore, let i> be a bimultiplicative map, * : GxG -» U(RJ, where 
U(RJ is the group of units of R. We can then define the group 
B^(R,Gj, (see [K] and [CGO]J, and embed it as a subgroup of
- 16 -
BD(R,R[G] for all (}) [Li, Theorem 1.6]. B(RJ is also a subgroup 
of B^(R,GJ. Childs in [C] has shown that under certain conditions, 
BD(R,R[G]J = B^(R,GxG] for some <J).
C H A P T E R  I
H-AZUMAYA ALGEBRAS OF TRUNCATED POWER SERIES 
HOPF ALGEBRAS
Elements of BD(R,HJ, the H-Azumaya algebras, are different 
types of objects than the ordinary R-Azumaya algebras. However, 
under certain conditions, H-Azumaya algebras are R-Azumaya. This 
in no way implies that BD(R,HJ = B(R), since the equivalence 
classes and multiplications are not the same. Furthermore, there 
may be R-Azumaya algebras that have non-trivial H-actions or H- 
coactions, so they would not be in the image of B(RJ embedded in 
BD(R,HJ. In order to study when an H-Azumaya algebra is R-Azumaya 
the appropriate object to consider is not B(RJ but B D o ( R , H j ,  the 
principal object of study in this paper.
Throughout this chapter, we assume that H is a commutative and 
cocommutative Hopf algebra, finitely generated projective and 
faithful over R.
We begin with the definition of BDo[R,Hj.
1 .  B D o ( R . H J
Definition 1.1.
B D o ( R , H j  = {[A]eBD(R,HJ : A is R-Azumaya}.
Thus BDo(R,HJ consists of classes of H-Azumaya algebras such that 
there is at least one R-Azumaya algebra in each class. We now show 
that this means every member of the equivalence class must also be 
R-Azumaya.
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Proposition 1.2.
Let [A]eBDo(R,HJ and Be[A]. Then B is R-Azumaya.
Proof
Be[A] implies B ~ A, and by definition there exist H-dimodules 
M and N such that A # End(MJ = B # End(NJ as H-dimodule algebras.
By Long's Proposition 3.10 [Lz], we know that if C is an H-dimodule
algebra and V an H-dimodule then C # End(Vj = C ® End(Vj as
H-dimodule algebras. So we have B # End(NJ = B ®End(Nj - A ®EndfNj
as H-dimodule algebras. Now, A ® End(NJ is R-Azumaya since both 
A and End(NJ are. Thus B ®End(NJ is also R-Azumaya and so must 
be B, since tensor components of R-Azumaya algebra must also be 
R-Azumaya [OS, Ex. 2.1S(aJ].//
Long in [Lz] has shown that BD(K,HJ = BDo(K,HJ for H = K[Cp] and
K an algebraically closed field of characteristic p. This implies 
that any H-Azumaya algebra is already R-Azumaya. This is not true 
in general, but under extra conditions it is the case for truncated 
power series Hopf algebras.
2. Truncated Power Series Hopf Algebras
Definition 1.3.
A truncated power series Hopf algebra is the algebra 
H = R[xi, . . ., Xn]/(xi^, . . . , x^nj, where s^ is a positive
integer for each i, with some coalgebra structure imposed on it.
As any H-comodule is equivalent to an H*-modnle, it is essential 
to study the structure of H* for a truncated power series Hopf 
algebra. Ke first need a definition.
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Definition 1.4.
A sequence of elements of a coalgebra over R, {do, di, . . ., dj^ },
i
is a sequence of divided powers of length n if Adj = Z^djGd^j 
and e(d^J = for all i.
We note that in the above definition, if R is a field and doj^  0, 
the augmentation condition follows from (£01JA = I.
Proposition 1.5.
If H is a truncated power series Hopf algebra then H* is 
generated as an algebra by sequences of divided powers.
Proof
See [MP, Theorem 5 and Lemma 6].//
Remark
We note that if a truncated power series Hopf algebra is an 
algebra over a field of characteristic p, then s^ = p  ^ for each i. 
Further, both K[Cp] and Op are truncated power series Hopf algebras. 
Their duals are generated as algebras by {l,z}, a sequence of divided 
powers of length 2, since Az = 10z + z®l (See Examples 0.7 and 0.8J.
Definition 1.6.
Let A and C be algebras over R. Then a sequence of maps 
{do, di, . . ., djj} from A to C is a higher derivation from A to 
C if for 0 < j < n.
(ij djdj = 6gJ • 1^ 
i
(iij d.(ab) = Z d.(aj«d. .(bj 
j=0 J
— 20 “
n is called the degree of the higher derivation.
Thus, a derivation is just a higher derivation of degree 
1, {do=l ,d}, so that d(lj = 0 and d(abj = a«d(bj + d(aj«b.
Proposition 1.7.
Let {do, di, . . ., djj} be a sequence of divided powers in a 
Hopf algebra H. Then {do, di, . . ., dj^ } is a higher derivation on 
any H-module algebra A into itself.
Proof
By definition of H-module algebra, we have h-» (abj =
Z (hi-^ aj(h2-^ bj for alia, beA with Ah = Z hfShz. But 
(hj i (hj i
Adj = Z ^j®^i-j' we have d^(abj = d^-^ (abj = Z (dj-^ aj»(d^_.-^ bJ.// 
j=0 j=0 ^
3. When is an H-Azumaya algebra R-Azumaya?
We answer the above question for truncated power series Hopf 
algebras in this section. Some preliminaries are required.
Proposition 1.8.
Let A  be an H-comodule. If h*-, a = 0 for all h* E 1^ =
{h* E H* : <h*, 1> = O}, then xCaj = a®l.
Proof
Let < 1 ,  hi, . . ., h^> be a projective basis for H. Also let 
X(aj = ao®l + ai€hi+ . . . + Then, by definition,
h*-y a = ao<h*,l> + ai <h*, hi> + . . . + a^<b*,hQ>.
Set h* = h^*, the dual to h^, for i > 0. Then h* a = a^<h*,h^> = a^ .
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Now, h* e 1 , so by assumption = 0 for i > 0. Thus x(aj =
ao81. By counitary property, we have
a = ao£(lJ +aic(hij + . . . +
= aoe(lJ = ao, 
so x(aJ = a »  1.//
Proposition 1.9.
Let A = A o  ®  Aj ® . . . ® A^, where each A^ is an R-algebra 
generated by a central orthogonal idempotent e^. Suppose d is a 
derivation on A, i.e. d(ab) = ad(bj + d(a)b for all a, beA. Then 
d(e^j = 0 for all i.
Proof
r
Let dfe.) = Z a..e., with a..eA.. Now,
1 j=l iJ J iJ ]
d(e^J = d(o^e^J since e^ is idempotent,
= e^d(e^J + d(e^Je^
= a..e. + a..e. as e. is central orthogonal,
11 1 11 1 1
= («il * aii)»!'
This implies that a^^ = 0 for all j ^ i. Furthermore, a^^ + a^^ = a^^, 
so a^^ = 0 also. Thus d(e^j = 0 for all i.//
. Proposition 1.10.
Let A be as in Proposition 1.9. Further, let {do = 1, di, . . ., d^} 
be a sequence of higher derivations on A. Then d.(e^J = 0 for 
all i if j > 0.
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Proof
We proceed by induction on j .  If j = 1 then di is just a 
derivation so di(e^J = 0 by Proposition 1.9. Suppose dj(e^J = 0 
for j > 0. Then dj+^Ce^J = dj+^Ce^e^J
= (e.J
the induction hypothesis. The same argument leading to Proposition 
1.9 now shows dU^^Ce^J = Q.//
Theorem 1.11.
Let R be a separably closed field of characteristic p and H a 
truncated power series Hopf algebra. Suppose A is a semisimple 
H-Azumaya algebra. Then A is R-Azumaya.
Proof
A is a semisimple algebra over a separably closed field R,
so that A = Ao ®  . . . ®A^ where each A^ is an R-algebra generated
by a central orthogonal idempotent e^. By Proposition 1.5, H* is 
generated as an algebra by sequences of divided powers. Each sequence 
is a higher derivation on A by Proposition 1.7, and Proposition 1.10
now implies that dL(e^j = 0 for all d^  ^ 1. It then follows from
Proposition 1.8 that = e^®l for each i. Now, A is H-Azumaya,
so that both maps F : A # A End(AJ and G : A # A -> End(AJ° 
in Definition 0.24 are isomorphisms. We have
^l#e. ~ for all ceA
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and F (cj = e.*(l-^ cjl for all ceA 
1
= e.c
= ce^ since is central.
Thus, F.u—  = F u~T, so that l#o. = e.#l since F is an isomorphism.
InG. G.ni 1 1
1 1
Hence e^ = X*l^ for some XeR. Being an idempotent e^ must be 1^ 
for all i. So there could only be one matrix ring A = Ao, and 
A = which is R-Azumaya.//
4. Group Algebras
We now apply Theorem 1.11 to group algebras and obtain Long's 
result as a special case.
The assumption that A be semisimple is necessary in general, 
but for group algebras we obtain this as a consequence of the following:
Proposition 1.12.
If R is a field and H = R[G], then any H-Azumaya algebra is 
semisimple.
Proof
This is Long's Theorem 1.9 [Li].//
Theorem 1.13.
t '
Let G = C ® . . .®C , where s. = p i with t. a positive integer.
1 n 1
Let H = R[G] with R a separably closed field of characteristic p.
Then B D ( R , H J  = B D o ( R , H J .
Proof
H = R[G] = R(xi, . . . , X ]/(xf^-l, . . . .  x^n-lj
** n
- R[yi. . • • yJ/Cyf^ • . . , y^ "J
where y^ = x.-l.
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Thus H is a truncated power series Hopf algebra. Proposition 1.12 
guarantees that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.11 is satisfied.//
The above theorem generalizes Long’s Proposition 5.2 [Lz] for 
G = Cp and Beattie's Lemma 4.3 [Be] where G = Cpn.
We remark here that the above theorem does not imply that 
BD(R,HJ = B(R), since the equivalence classes and multiplication 
in BD(R,HJ are not the ordinary ones in B(RJ. In fact. Long has 
computed that BDo(R,HJ = Cp  ^ for H = R[Cp] and R is an algebraically 
closed field of characteristic p [Lz, Theorem 5.8], and it is well 
known that B(RJ = 0.
S. Example
We now give an example to show that semisimplicity is necessary 
in the hypothesis of Theorem 1.11.
Example 1.14.
Let R be a field of characteristic p and H = a^, as in Example
0.8. Also, let the algebra be A = R[a]/(a^j. Make A into an 
H-dimodule by defining the action on A by x —  ^a^ = na^  ^and the 
coaction by = (a®l + 10xJ^. Then x behaves like a
derivative, so that the usual differential rule, (x’^»x"'j — » a^ =
 ^(x"*—  ^a^J holds; hence A is an H-module. The coaction 
X(aJ = a»l + 18x induces an H*-action by z -, a = a<z,l> + l<z,x> = 1. 
This extends to z -, a^ = na""^, another derivative, and by 
similar argument A is an H*-module, hence an H-comodule. Both the 
actions x and z -y commute so A is an H-dimodule. For A to be 
an H-module algebra, we check the two conditions of Definition 0.15.
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Recall that e(xj = 0  and Ax = xg& + l®x, so that x 1^ = 0 =
E(xJ'l^ and X (a"'a^j = x
= (n+rajx*'*™”^
= (x -& a"j (1 a"j + (1 -1 a"j (x a").
A is therefore an H-module algebra, and similarly an H*-module algebra, 
hence an H-comodule algebra.
To see that A is H-Azumaya we need the following propositions.
Proposition 1.15.
Let A be a finitely generated projective algebra over a connected
ring R with rank r and projective basis <ao, . . . »  a^_^>. Then
End(AJ = A^Fo ®. . . ®A^F^_^, where A^ = {a^eEnd(Aj : aeA and
a^(xj = ax for xeA} consists of left multiplications and F^eEnd(AJ
such that F.(a j = 6.
1 n"^ i,n
Proof
This is a known and easy linear algebra computation. We only
r-1
note here that if feEnd(AJ then f = Z f(a J oF..//
i=0 “ £ ^
Proposition 1.16.
Let A = R[a]/(a^J and x a^ = na”~^ as in Example 1.14. Then 
the F^’s in Proposition 1.15 can be generated by x .
Proof
We construct our F.'s inductively, starting with F . Define 
1 p-1
Fp.i 5 J/(p-lJ!.
Then Fp_i(a"j = (xf'l a"j/(p-lj!
_ 1 if n = p-1
0 otherwise
= 'n.P-l-
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Now, (x^“  ^ a"j/(p-2j! = 0  if n < p-2
= 1 if n = p-2
= (p-lja if n = p-1 .
So we define Fp_2 - J/(p-2j! - (p-lJa^oFp_^. Then
F -fa") = 6  Continue the process to get F_ Fq./'
p-z n,p-z p-j
The above two propositions say that End(AJ is generated as an 
algebra by left multiplications, and a derivation, x We
use this result to show that F and G are isomorphisms, hence A is 
H-Azumaya.
Proposition 1.17.
F : A # A -» End(AJ is an isomorphism.
Proof
Recall that F fc) =
(bJ
^^p ( J  Z a*(bi-* cjbo. We check F on algebra
generators a#l and l#a.
F^^Y (cJ = a»(l cj'l = ac, for all ceA. Thus,
F^^Y “ the left multiplication. Now,
(cj = 1"(1-» cj'a + l*(x-^ cj»l
^1#I
= ca + X c
= ac + X c since A is commutative.
Therefore F^^^^ + x , so that
''uî - a»T •
But and x generate End(AJ, hence the image of F contains
generators of End(Aj. Thus F is surjective and by counting
dimensions, F must be an isomorphism.//
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Proposition 1.18.
G : A # A -* End (A) ° is an isomorphism.
Proof
Recall that G-..(cj = ,Z (ci-» aj'Co'b. We again check G on 
affo (cj
generators l#a and a#l.
= Z e(cij»co*a since cj-^ 1 = e(cij*l.
(cj *
= c*a by counitary property 
= ac.
Thus Gj-^  ^= a^, the left multiplication. Now G-^^(cj = ^Z^(ci-^ aj*co*l.
We look at the module generators <1, a, . . . , a^ ^>. So let
c = a", 0 £ n < p. Then
n
X(cj = (a’^j = Z (^) a^”  ^®  x^, so that 
i=0
= lEo ( Î )
= (1-» aj'a" aja"~^ as a = 0 for i > 1,
n , n-1
= a*a + n*l*a
= aj^ (a^ j + X a".
Thus G-^j = a^ + X , and so
^a#l ■ S"#a = = X = ^a#l-T#a'
As before, G is an isomorphism.//
We have shown that A is an H-Azumaya algebra. This H-Azumaya 
algebra is commutative and local, thus cannot be R-Azumaya nor serai- 
simple. In general, then, B D ( R , H j  / B D o ( R , H j  for truncated power 
series Hopf algebras.
As a final theorem we have the following corollary to Theorem 1.11.
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Theorem 1.19.
Let R be a separably closed field of characteristic p and H a 
truncated power series Hopf algebra. Let A be an H-Azumaya algebra. 
Then a necessary and sufficient condition for A to be R-Azumaya is 
that it be semisimple.
Proof
Theorem 1.11 provides one condition. For the other, suppose 
A is R-Azumaya. Then A is central simple, hence semisimple./7
QIAPTER II 
A COMPUTATION OF BDq (R,HJ
In this chapter we compute B D o ( R , H J  for H = a^. Throughout 
H denotes a commutative, cocommutative Hopf algebra, finitely 
generated projective and faithful over R. All R-modules are 
also finitely generated projective and faithful over R.
1. When BDq(R,HJ is a subgroup.
B D o ( R , H j ,  the subset of B D ( R , H J  consisting of only R-Azumaya 
algebras, in general is not a subgroup of B D ( R , H J .  Orzech has 
given the following example:
Example 2.1 [0, Example 2.10].
Let R be a ring such that 2 is a unit, and H = R[G] where 
G = C2 X C 2, the Klein four group. Let A = MbfRj, the ring of 
2 x 2  matrices over R. Then with appropriate action and coaction,
A is H-Azumaya and in fact R-Azumaya, so A is in B D o ( R , H j .  Its 
inverse A, however, is commutative and thus not central, so that A 
is not in B D o ( R , H J .  Hence B D o ( R , H j  is not a subgroup of B D ( R , H j .  
However, we do have the following result.
Theorem 2.2.
Suppose each element [A] in B D o ( R , H J  is such that A = End(VJ 
as an H-module algebra for some finitely generated projective H- 
module V. Then B D o ( R , H j  is a subgroup of B D ( R , H j .
Remark
We mean by the above hypothesis that A is an H-module algebra 
and that there exists an H-module V such that A = End(Vj, where the
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structure on V induces the original structure on A. The hypothesis 
also implies that A = End(Vj as an R-algebra for some R-module V,
i.e. B(RJ = 0. However, B(RJ = 0 is not a sufficient condition.
When B(RJ = 0, we do have A = End(Vj for some R-module V if 
[A]eB(RJ; and we can put a trivial H-action on A to make End(V) 
an H-module algebra, but not all [A] in BDo(R,HJ are trivial H-modules.
We need the following proposition.
Proposition 2.3.
Let M be an H-module and B an H-dimodule algebra. Then 
End(MJ # B = End(MJ ® B as an H-module algebra.
Proof
This is just Long's Proposition 3.7 [Lz] specialized down to an
H-module. The first part of his proof does not require M to be an
H-dimodule so that the same proof goes through. We only record here
the maps for later reference. The map (j> : End(Mj # B -> End(MJ » B
given by tl>(f#bj = f*f^®b is an isomorphism of H-module algebras,
where f^E End(Mj is defined by f^(mj = h m. The inverse of <j)
is given by : End(M) ®  B -> End(MJ # B, (J) (^fiS)bJ = E f'f ,#bo.//
(bj
Proof of Theorem 2.2;
(ij Let [A] and [B] be in B D o ( R , H j .  Then by assumption, A - End(Mj and 
B  =  End(Nj as H-module algebras for some H-modules M  and N. Recall 
that the multiplication in A # B depends only on the comodule structure 
on B,  the module structure on A and the algebra structures on A and B.
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Thus A # B = End(Mj # B as an H-module algebra
= End(MJ ® B by Proposition 2.3
a End(Mj 0 End(NJ by assumption on B
= End(M 0 NJ,
which is an R-Azumaya algebra.
Therefore [A # B]eBDo(R,HJ.
(iij Let [A]eBDo(R,HJ and A = End(MJ as an H-module algebra.
Then, by definition of an H-Azumaya algebra we have End(AJ = A # A
as an H-dimodule algebra. Thus, in particular End(AJ - A # A as an H-module
algebra
= End(MJ® A by
Proposition 2.3. Hence End(MJ 0  A is R-Azumaya and so each tensor 
component must also be R-Azumaya. BDq (R,HJ is therefore closed under 
# and —  , thus a subgroup of BD(R,HJ.//
2. BDqCR,HJ for H = ttp
We now show that for H = cxp, BDof.R,HJ is indeed a subgroup of 
BD(R,H) for an appropriate R. This is done by showing that for each 
[A]eBDo(R,HJ, A = End(VJ as an H-module algebra for some H-module V.
We then apply Theorem 2.2 to get the result.
For the rest of this chapter H = Op, and R is a ring of 
characteristic p. x and z are the generators for H = and H* 
respectively, as in Example 0.8.
We first need to develop some machinery.
Definition 2.4.
A derivation d on algebra A is Inner if there is a b in A such 
that d(aj = ba - ab for all a in A.
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Proposition 2.5
If an algebra A is separable then any derivation on A is inner.
Proof
See [OS, Proposition 4.11].//
Proposition 2.6
Let [AjeBDoCRjOpJ. Then there are non-zero elements c and u
in A such that x a = ua - au and z a = ca - ac for all a in
A. Furthermore, z u = cu - uc = al. and c^ = a , u^ = a where
A c u
a, a J. and are in R,
Proof
The generators x and z are primitives, so they act on A as
derivations, by Proposition 1.6. By the above proposition, x and
z are inner, so there exist c and u in A such that x a = ua - au and
z -7 a = ca - ac for all a in A.
A is an H-dimodule, so the actions commute, i.e., z -r (x aj =
X (z-7 aj for all a in A; or z (ua-auj = x (ca-acj. Therefore
c(ua-auj - (ua-au]c = u(ca-acj - (ca-acju, so that (cu-ucja = a(cu-ucj
for all a in A. Thus cu-uc must be in the center of A, i.e., cu-uc =
OER, as claimed.
Now, by a straightforward but tedious induction we have
X® a = T. (-lj’^ (^) u^ ^au^, so that xf -a a = Z (-IJ^ u^"^au^
r=0 r=0
= u^a - au^
= 0, since x^ = 0 .
Therefore, u^a = au^ for all a in A, hence u^ is in the center of 
A and thus u^ =OyER. A similar computation holds for c, so that 
c^ = c^cR.//
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The elements u and c in A in the above proposition are hardly 
unique. In fact, there are as many u's and c ’s as there are ring 
elements, as the next proposition shows.
Proposition 2.7
Let a map d : A -> A be given by d(aj = ua - au for all a
in A, where A is a central R-algebra and ueA. Then d(aj = wa - aw
for some w in A iff w = a + u for some a in R.
Proof
Suppose there is another w in A such that d(aj = ua - au =
wa - aw for all a in A. Then (w - uja = a(w - uj, so (w - uj is
a central element and w - u = a  for some a in R. Thus w = a + u.
Conversely, if w = a + u for aeR, then u = w - a so that
d(aj = ua - au
= (w - aja - a(w - aJ 
= wa - aw for all a in A.//
We now introduce some notations.
Definition 2.8
Let [A]EBDo(R,a J. Set U. = {ueA : x a = ua for all a in A}
P A
and = {ceA : z a = ca - ac for all a in A}.
Even though there are many possible choices for u and c,
z -7 u = cu - uc is always the same for ueU. and ceC,. Since this
A A
will assume a significant role later on we record this observation 
as the following:
Proposition 2.9
z -V u = cu - uc = a*l, for ueU, and ceC,.
A A A
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Proof
By Proposition 2.6, there is at least one u and a c such that
2 -, Ü = cu - uc = a»l,. Let ueU. and ceC,. Then from Proposition
A A A
2.7 u = X + Ü and c = T + c for some X and t in R. We have
z -V u = cu - uc
= (T + cJ (X + uj - (X + uj (I + c"j
= cu - uc
= a-l^.//
We sharpen Proposition 2.6 slightly for our need.
Proposition 2.10
Let [A]e.3Do(R,cXpj where R is a ring of characteristic p such that 
every p^^-root of each of its elements is in R. Then there are non­
zero u and c in A such that x a = ua - au and z -r a = ca - ac,
where c^ = 0 = u^.
Proof
Proposition 2.6 already provides us with u and c such that 
u^ = and = a^. If = 0 = a^, we are done. If not, then
pick u = u + X where X=(-a^j^'^^. Then ueU^. Now u^ = (u +XjP =
uf + X? = Oy - Oy = 0, as required. Similarly, we can pick
c = c + T where x =
We will use the notation R = R^^P to denote that R contains 
every p^^-root of each of its elements.
We are now ready to make A into End(V) as an H-module algebra.
Proposition 2.11
Let [A]eBDo(R,HJ, H = a^, B(Rj = 0 and R a ring of characteristic p
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such that R = Then A = End(VJ as an H-module algebra for some
finitely generated H-module V.
Proof
The ordinary Brauer group B(RJ = 0 implies A = End(VJ as an 
R-algebra for some R-module V. We now make V into an H-module. 
Define x v = u(v) where UEU^, veV and x is the generator of H. 
Now, extend this over H by x^-^ v = u^fvj. Note that by Proposition
2.10 we can pick u so that of = 0 = x^. Also, define a v = av
for aeR,
It is easily seen that this gives V an H-action.
We now show that the above construction induces a structure on
A = End(V) that coincides with the original structure on A. Recall
from section 0.4 that if V is an H-module then End(VJ is also an
H-module by the following action,
(h aj(vj = Z hi -1 [aCSChzj-^ vJ]
(hJ
for aeEnd(VJ, heH and veV.
Thus, (x-^ a) (vj = X [a(S(lj-> v] + 1 [a(S(xj-> vj]
= X [a(l-» vj] + 1 [a(-x vj]
= X a(vj - a(x-^ vj
= u[a(vj] - a[u(vj], by construction 
= (ua - auj (vj
= (x-» aj(vj, the original structure./7
Corollary 2.12
Suppose we have the same assumptions as Proposition 2.11. Then 
A = End(vj as an H-comodule algebra for some H-comodule V.
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Proof
This is equivalent to giving V an H*-action. So, define 
z V 5 c(vj, a -y V 5 av, where ceC^, veV and aeR. The same 
argument as Proposition 2.11 now yields the original H-comodule 
structure on A, because a^ is self dual.y
Proposition 2.13
Suppose we have the same assumptions as Proposition 2.11. Then
A = End(VJ as an H-dimodule algebra for some H-dimodule V iff cu = uc,
where ueU. and ceC..A A
Proof
By Proposition 2.11 and Corollary 2.12, V is an H-module and 
H*-module (hence H-comoduleJ. For V to be an H-dimodule, we need 
to show that the actions x and z do commute.
Now, X (z -z vj = X c(vj
= u[c(vj]
= uc(vj, 
and z -T (x -A vJ = z -7 u(vj
= cu(vj.
Thus V is an H-dimodule iff uc = cu.//
Theorem 2.14
Let H = ttp and B(RJ = 0  where R is a ring of characteristic p 
and R = R*^P. Then BDo(R,H) is a subgroup of BD(R,HJ.
Proof
By Proposition 2.11, if [A]eBDo(R,HJ then A = End(VJ as an H- 
module algebra for H-module V. Theorem 2.2 now yields the conclusion.//
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3. Grade of A ®  B.
For each [A]eBDo(R,apJ, Proposition 2.9 provides us with a 
unique aeR such that z -, u = cu - uc = a*!^. This unique a is 
called the Grade of A.
We now show that the grade of A is never 1. Two auxiliary 
results are first needed.
Proposition 2.15
Let [A]eBDo(R,Opj, x a = ua - au and z -7 a = ca - ac for 
all a in A. Then
(ij x^-^ u^ = 0 and z^ c^ = 0, 0 < k < p for all n.
(iij x^-^ c = 0 and z^ -7 u = 0 if k > 1 .
(iiij X -»• c^ = uc” - c”u = -nac”
n n n n-1 _
z ~ y u  = cu - u c = non for all n.
(ivj x^-* u^c^ = u^(x^-^ c^j 
Z^-7 u^c^ = (z^-7 u^j c^
(vj z^ -7 (x”*-^  u^c^j = (z^-7 u^j(x”'-^  c^j.
Proof
(ij and (iij are just trivial consequences of x u = 0,
z -7 c = 0 and cu - uc = a. (iiij follows because x and z are 
both primitives so they behave like derivations.
(ivj x^-» u^c^ = Z u^ ^'u\cj u^
= u^(xf c^j .
2 -7 is similarly easy.
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(v) -y (x® u^c^) = 2^-y c^j], ftom paTt (ivJ.
Now X -1 = -jac^ so x™-^ contains only c's and no u's.
Thus 2^ -y [u^*(x"*-^ c^J] = (z^-y u^ j (x*"-^  c^J, b/ part (ivj again.//
Proposition 2.16
Let ueU^ and ceC^. Then x(cj = c ®  1 and x(uj = u ® 1 + a0 x, 
where % : A -> A 0 H is the comodule map and a is the grade of A.
Proof
By Proposition 2.15 (iJ, z -, c = 0 for k > 0. Hence h* -y c = 0
for all h*el^, the augmentation ideal. Now Proposition 1.8 gives
X(cJ = c ®1. For the second part, let x(uj = uo®l + ... + u^_j®x^.
Then h* -y u =< h*, 1> uo + . . . + <h*, x^"^> u  ^for h*eH*,
k k
so that z -y u = u^. Proposition 2.15 (iij gives z -, u = 0
for k > 1, so that = 0 for k > 1. Now, ui = z -, u = cu - uc = a
and Uo = 1 -y u = u. Thus x(uj = u®l + a®x, as claimed.//
Proposition 2.17
Let [A]EBDo(R,OpJ. Then the grade of A is never 1.
Proof
He need to show that z -y u = cu - uc ^ 1. A is H-Azumaya, so
by definition, F : A # A -> End(AJ given by F ..(fj = Z a*(bi—  ^ fj'bo,
affb (bJ
for a, b, feA, is an isomorphism of H-dimodule algebras. Now,
Fij— (fj = 1(1-^ fju + l(x-^ fja by Proposition 2.16,
= fu + a(x-a fj
= uf - (x-^ fJ + a(x-^ fJ since x f = uf - fu 
= uf + (a - lj(x-» fJ,
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so that (a - Î.J(x fj = (fJ - uf. But (fJ = u(l-^ fjl = uf,
hence (a - lj(x fj = (fJ - (fJ- Suppose a = 1. Then
0 = Fj^~ (fj " F^^Y (fj, so u#T = l#u, since F is an isomorphism.
Thus u = for some AeR, by the Lemma of faithfully flat descent.
But then l = a =  z - y u  = c u - u c
= cA - Ac 
= 0,
a contradiction. Hence a ^ l./f
We proceed on the computation of the grade of A B.
Proposition 2.18
Let [A], [B]eBDo(R,apJ. Suppose ueU^ ^  g. Then u = u»l + l®w
where ueU, and weU_.A D
Proof
Recall from section 0.4 that
h (a»bj = E (hi-^ aj®(h2-» bJ, so that
(hJ
X (a®bj = (x-^ a)®(l—  ^bj + (1-=» aj®(x-^ bj, aeA and beB
= (ua-auj®b + a®(wb - bwj , ueU. and weUL
A D
= uagb - au®b + a®wb - a®bw
= (u®l + l®wj (a®bj - (a®bj (u®l + Igwj
= u(a®bj - (a®bju.
Thus Ü  = u«l + l®w is in U^g.//
Proposition 2.19
Let [A], [B]cBDo(R,apj where A is of grade a and B is of grade g. 
Then A ® B is of grade a + 6.
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Proof
We have only to compute z — r u, for ueU^g. Now, u = u®l + l®w
from the previous proposition and x(uJ = u®l + o0x and x(wJ = w®l + 3®x
from Proposition 2.16. Also, recall that = Z (ao®boJ aibi,
(aJ ibj
aoGA, boGB, ai, biCH. Thus x(uj = (u®lj®l + (c01J®x + (l®wJ01 + (l®3j®x, 
so that z -y u = 06®1 + 1®3 = (a + 31 (1®1J
4. Grade of A # B
The next few results examine the grade of an H-Azumaya algebra 
in BDo(R,otpJ under various algebra homomorphisms.
Proposition 2.20
Let [A], [B]eBDo(R,apJ. Suppose (ji : A -> B is an epimorphism 
of H-module algebras. Then ^CujeUg if usU^.
Proof
Since (}> is an epimorphism, any element in B can be written 
as <t>(aj for some a in A.
So X 4>(aJ = <j)(x-^  aj, ((p is an H-module mapj
= <J)(ua - auJ 
= *(ul4(aj - <J)(aJ(j)(uj.
Thus 4>(ujeUg.//
Corollary 2.21
Let [A], [B]eBDo(R,ttpJ. Suppose (|) : A -> B is an emimorphism
of H*-module algebras. Then (j)(cjeC_ if ceC..
D A
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Proof
Same as Proposition 2.20.//
Proposition 2.22
Let [A], [B]eBDo(R,apJ. Suppose (}> : A -> B is an isomorphism 
of H-module and H*-module algebras. Then A and B must be of the 
same grade.
Proof
Suppose A is of grade a, i.e. z -r u - a*l^ for ueU^.
Let weU„. Then z -v w = z 0(uj by Proposition 2.20
D
= #(z-7 uJ ((j) is H*-module mapj 
= *(a'l^j
= a-lg.
Thus <f> preserves grade.//
We now compute the grade of A # B.
Proposition 2.23
Let [A], [B]eBDo(R,apJ, B(Rj = 0 and R = R^^P. Suppose weU^^g.
Then w = (1 - 3j*(u#lj + l#w, where ueU., weU_ and 3 is the grade of
A D
B.
Proof
A  = End(Vj as an H-module algebra for some H-module V, by
Proposition 2.11. Furthermore, from Proposition 2.3, there is an
isomorphism : End(Vj # B End(vJ 0 B of H-module algebras,
and the inverse of *, = if;, is given by if;(fsbj = Ï. f’fcru ,*bo,
(bj
where f, fg^y^jEEnd(Vj and %(bj = ^Z^boSbi.
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Let w Then w = x W  for some since iJj is an H-module
algebra isomorphism (Proposition 2.20). Now, by Proposition 2.18 
ÎT = u®l + IRw, where uEU^ and weUg.
So, w = ^(uj = i|)(u2»l + IGwJ
' U'fso," * l-fs(l)'" * I'fsDci'G. 
where f^EEnd(Vj=A is defined by fj^ (vj = h -» v for veV. Now,
fsçijCvJ = S(1J V = 1 V, so that fg^j = 1. Also,
fsçxjC'^J = S(xj V = -X V = -u(vj, (by Proposition 2.11J, so
w = tj;(uj = u»l#l + l'l#w + l»(-ul#3 
= u#l + l#w - B(u#i;.
= (1-3J(U#1J + l#w.//
Proposition 2.24
Let [A], [B]eBDo(R,oipJ, B(RJ = 0 and R = R^^P. Suppose A is of 
grade a and B is of grade 3. Then A # B is of grade a + 3 - «3.
Proof
We compute z -y u for ueU^^g. By the previous proposition, 
u = (1-3J(u#lj + l#w for UEU^ and weUg. Now, A # B = A 0 B as H- 
modules, and y : A # B A # B ® H  depends only on the R-module 
structure of A # B.
So, x(üj = (l-3lX(u#lj + x(I*w)
= (1-3) (u®l®i + a®l«(x) + l®w®l + l®6®x.
Hence, z -, u = (l-3j(a®lj + 1®3 
= (a - a3 + 3j (1®1 J 
= (a - a3 + BJ(1#1J.
Thus A # B is of grade a + 3 - oB.//
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Remark
We note that A »  B and A # B have different grades, so that 
Proposition 2.22 does not apply here. This is due to the fact that 
(j) : End(Vj # B End(VJ ® B (where A=End(VJJ, as given in Propo­
sition 2.3, is only an H-module algebra map. It does not preserve 
the H-comodule structure, hence cannot be an H*-module map.
5. BDo (R»oip3.
We are now ready to characterize BDo(R,apJ. Following Long, 
we say that A is of Type 1 - a if [AjeBDo(R^OpJ is of grade a.
Theorem 2.25
Let R = R^/P and B(Rj = 0. Then the Tj^ pe map, t  : BDoCRjO^J —> R*, 
given by t ([A]J = 1 - a, where a is the grade of A and R* is the 
multiplicative group of R, is a group monomorphism.
Proof
We have seen that the grade of A is never 1, so the type of A
is never 0 and we are in the right range.
(iJ T is well-defined, for let [A]'v>[B] in BDo(R,apJ. Then by
definition, there exist H-dimodiiles M and N such that A # End(Mj =
B # End(NJ as H-dimodule algebras. By Proposition 2.22, they must 
have the same grade. Now, M and N are H-dimodules, so it follows 
from Proposition 2.13 that End(MJ and End(NJ must be of grade 0.
Thus A # End(M) has grade a + 0 - a * 0 = a  and B # End(NJ has grade 
B + 0 - 3 * 0 = 3 .  Since they must be the same we have a = 6 and 
so T([A]J = T([B]J.
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(ii) T is a group homomorphism, since 
= T([A#B]J 
= l-(a + 3 - aBj 
= (1 -aj*(l - 3J 
= T([A]J*T([B]J.
(iiij T is a monomorphism, for suppose t ([A]J = 1. Then the grade 
of A  must be 0, by the definition of t ; so that z -y u = cu - uc = 0 
for UEU^ and ceC^. It follows from Proposition 2.13 again that we 
must have A =- End(Vj as an H-dimodule algebra for some H-dimodule V. 
Let M be any H-dimodule, then as H-dimodule algebras, we have
A  # End(MJ = End(Vj # End(MJ
= End(VSMj (by Long Cor. 3.8 [La]J. This means that 
[A] 'x, [0] in BDo(R,apJ.//
The rest of this section is devoted to showing that t is in
fact onto, by constructing an appropriate H-Azumaya algebra for each
type in R*.
Construction 2.26
Let asR, where R is a connected ring. We set V = R[y]/(y^J. 
Define u : V -> V by u(v) = yv, the left multiplication. Then 
uEEnd(VJ. Also, define c : V -> V by c(y^J = ncty”'^, for v = y^, 
i.e. a derivation and a left a-multiplication. Then cEEnd(VJ too.
Now, let A^ = End(VJ, so that A^ is R-Azumaya.
We now make A^ into an H-dimodule algebra.
Lemma 2.27
If c and u are as defined in Construction 2.26, then cu - uc = a.
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Proof
Let V = y", 0 £ n < p. Then
(cu - ucj (vj = cu(y”j-uc(y"j
= c ( y " * ^ J - u ( n a y ” ‘ ^ J
= (n+lj ay" - nay" 
n
= a*y 
= a«v,
so that cu - uc = a on V and by linearity, on all of V.//
Lemma 2.28
is an H-module and an H-comodule.
Proof
Define the action, : H ® A^ by x-^ a = ua - au. This
makes A into an H-module. Note that a = Z (-lj^(^)u^ ^au^
r=0 ' /
for 0 £  s < p. Also, define -7 : H* ® A^ --^  A^ by z - 7  a = ca - ac.
Then A^ is also an H*-module, so an H-comodule.//
If we now define ^ : H ® V V and —y y : H ® V -> V by
x-^ yV = u(vj and z-r = c(vj respectively, then by a similar
argument as in Proposition 2.11, V is an H-module and H-comodule.
The above definitions on V also induce structures on A^ = End(VJ
that coincide with the original structures. Furthermore, V is an 
H-dimodule iff a = 0 by Proposition 2.13.
Proposition 2.29
A^ is an H-dimodule.
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Proof
We only need to show that the actions x-^ and z—? commute. Now, 
X Z —y a - Z -y X —^ a 
= X (ca - acj - z -r (ua - auj
= u(ca - ac) - (ca - ac) u - c(ua - au) + (ua - au)c
= (uc - cu)a + a(cu - uc)
= (-a)a + a(a) since cu - uc = a
= 0, s o x - ^ z - 7 a = z - 7’X-^ a.//
Lemma 2.30
is an H-^odule algebra.
Proof
We need to show
(i) h 1^ = e(h)*l^ for all heH.
Now, X®-* 1. = Z (-l)^(^^u^ ^•l»u’^ ,-if s M 0, 
A r=0 \ ^  /
= u^'O = 0.
Also, e(x^) = 0 if s M 0.
If s = 0 then x^-^ 1^ = 1 l^ = 1^ = e(l)»l^;
so x^-^ 1^ = e(x^)«l^ for 0 ^  s < p.
(ii) h (ab) = Z (hi-^ a)(hz-^ b) for a, b in A.
(h)
Now, x-^ (ab) = uab - abu
and Z (xi-^ a)(X2-^ b) = (1-^ a)(x-» b) + (x-^ a)(l-^ b) 
U)
= a(ub - bu) + (ua - au)b 
= -abu + uab.//
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Corollary 2.31
is an H-comodule algebra.
Proof
This is equivalent to checking if A is an H*-module algebra 
and a similar argument as above will work.//
Proposition 2.32
A^ is an H-dimodule algebra.
Proof
A^ is already an H-dimodule and the previous two lemmas make 
it into an H-module and an H-comodule algebra.//
We remark that V is an H-dimodule iff a = 0. But A^ is an 
H-dimodule algebra regardless of a.
We now turn to the structures of A^ and End (A^J.
Proposition 2.33
(ij A^ -• End(VJ is generated as an R-algebra by c and u
if a ^ 0, where c and u are as in Construction 2.26.
(iij End is generated as an R-algebra by x-^ , z— f , c^^^ and
u^ if a  ^0, where c^^aj = ca and u^^aj = ua (for aeAj are the
left multiplications.
Proof
We only sketch a proof here. Recall from Chapter I, Proposition 
1.15, that if A is an algebra with dimension r, then End(AJ =
A^Fg 0 . . . @ A ^ F p w h e r e  is the subalgebra generated by 
left-multiplication and F.eEnd(Aj such that F\(a^^ = 6L ^ for
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a basis element a^. Furthermore, Proposition 1.15 shows that for
that particular A, F\'s are generated by the derivation x-^ . So
End(AJ is generated by left-multiplications and derivation. Now,
for A^ = End(Vj, u behaves as a left-multiplication and c as an
a-derivation, by construction. So, if a ^  0, by a similar proof
as Proposition 1.16, c and u do generate End(VJ. A similar but
more lengthy proof also works for End(A^J, except there the left-
multiplications are generated by c^ and u^ ,^ and the derivations are
generated by x-^ and z-r .11
Finally, we show that A^ is in fact H-Azumaya. It is already
an H-dimodule algebra, so that we have only to show that the maps
F : A # A -V End(A ) and G : A # A -» End(A )° are isomorphisms 
a a  ^a a a a ^
of H-dimodule algebras.
Proposition 2.34
P • # A^ -> End(A„J given by F .T-(fj = S a«(bi-* fj'bo where
Cl U  QC 3.“D (bj
a, b, bo, fcA^ and bi eH, is an isomorphism of H-dimodule algebras,
if a M 0, a / 1 and R is a connected ring.
Proof
F is already an H-dimodule algebra map by Long's Proposition 
4.1 [Lz], so we have only to show it is onto. It is sufficient to
use a dimension argument, since R is connected.
(iJ F^^Y(f j = a'(l-i £)•! where a, feA,
= a»f 
=
so F^^Y = can generate all the left-multiplications.
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(iij We now show that x-^ and z-r can also be generated.
Fi|j-(fJ = 1'(!-» £j*u + l'(x-» fja since x(uj = u«l + a@ic 
= fu + a(x-^ fj
= uf - x-^ f + a(x-^ fj since x-^ f = uf - fu,
= uf + (a - lj(x-^ fJ.
Thus, (a - lj(x-» fJ = F^^-(fJ - since
= uf by Part (ij above. Now a ^ 1, so x-^ f can be 
generated.
Finally, F^^-(fj = 1(1—  fjc since x(cj = c€l 
= f'C, 
so Z— 9 f = cf - fc
= "cn'f) -
Now, Uj^ , c^, x-^ and z-r are the generators of End(A^j, by Proposition 
2.33. We have generated them so F must be onto, hence an isomorphism.//
Proposition 2.35
Suppose R is a connected ring and a ^  0, a ^ 1. Then
G : End(A^J° given by
G-„, (fj = Z (fi-^ aj'fo'b is an isomorphism of H-dimodule 
a»D (fj
algebras.
Proof
By a similar but longer and more tedious computation as in 
Proposition 2.34, we can show that G^^Y(fJ = u^(fj, =
(1 -aj(z-y fj, _ i#-(0 = x-> f and c^(fj = z-y f +
Thus, we can generate all the generators of End(A^j so that G is
onto and hence an isomorphism.//
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We can now characterize BDo(R,otpJ completely.
Theorem 2.36
Let R be a field of characteristic p such that R = R^^^ 
and B(RJ = 0. Then the type map T : BDo(R,apJ R* given by 
t ([A]J = 1 - a, a the grade of A, is a group isomorphism.
Proof
T is already a group monomorphism, by Theorem 2.25. If 
a  3^ 0 and a / 1, then the previous construction yields an H-Azumaya 
algebra of the appropriate type. If a = 0 then by Lemma 2.27 
cu - uc = 0, so V = R[y]/(y^j is an H-dimodule by the remark after 
Lemma 2.28. But then A^ = End(Vj must be H-Azumaya, by Long's
Theorem 4.3, [Lz]. Thus r is onto.//
6. Concluding Remarks
In this last section, we give a few directions in which the 
results in this chapter could be pursued. We first recast Theorem 2.36 
into a form that we can generalize. Some preliminary results are 
needed.
Proposition 2.37
Let H = Op. Then the only group-like element in H is 1 and
primitives are of the form ax with acR.
Proof
(ij 1 is group-like since A1 = 10%. If n > 0, then 
n ” i
A(x j = Z X CÔC so X cannot be group-like. It remains to check 
i=0
aeR. But Aa = A(a*lJ = a(Alj
= a(l^ SlJ / oé^ot, if a  ^1,
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so 1 is the only group-like.
(iiJ Any x" with n > 1 cannot be a primitive. That leaves 
ax with aeR. Now, A(axJ = a(AxJ
= a(l®x + x»lj 
= l»ax + 0x6)1, 
so that ox is a primitive.//
Definition 2.38
Let C and D be coalgebras. Then a coalgebra map f : C -> D
is a map that satisfies (fSfJA^ = A^f and e^ = e^f.
We note that this is just a dual definition of an algebra map.
Definition 2.39
Let A and B be bialgebras. Then a bialgebra map f : A B is a
map that is both an algebra and a coalgebra map.
Proposition 2.40
Let f : C -> C be a coalgebra map. Then f carries group-like 
to group-like and primitive to primitive.
Proof
This is a standard and easy computation.//
We are now ready to characterize R*.
Proposition 2.41
R* = AutbialgCttpJ as a group, where Autbialg(OpJ denotes the 
group of bialgebra automorphisms of a^.
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Proof
Let ^eAutbialgCOp}. Then 4» must preserve group-likes and 
primitives, by the previous proposition. Tlie only group-like is 
1 and the primitives are ctx, aeR. We look at the generator x of a^.
X is primitive so <î>(xj = ax, a  ^0 (since <1> is 1-lJ. Thus each 
is associated with a unique a and we write 4> = Define
T : R* -» AutbialgCUpJ by x(aj = Then x(agj =
T(aJ*T(3j, so T is a group homomorphism. If x(aj = Id then 
a = 1, thus X is 1-1. It is clearly onto, hence x is a group 
isomorphism.//
We restate Theorem 2.36 in its new form.
Theorem 2.42
Let R be a connected ring of characteristic p such that R = R^^^ 
and B(RJ = 0. Then BDo(R,apj = AutbialgCa^J as a group.
Remark 2.43
A very nice result would be to generalize the above theorem to 
any truncated power series Hopf algebra H and get BDo(R,HJ = Autbialg(HJ 
To this end, there are such objects as inner higher derivations (see 
[ R S ] J ,  that reduce down to the ordinary inner derivations, but they 
are much harder to deal with. We also have to show first that 
B D o ( R , H J  is actually a subgroup.
Remark 2.44
Orzech in [0, Theorem 4.4] has shown that BDo(R,Gj = B(Rj®Aut(Gj, 
if G is a finite abelian group of exponent m and either G is cyclic 
of prime order p or [G:l] is a unit in R, where R is a connected and
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separably closed ring of characteristic p that contains a primitive 
m-th root of 1 satisfying Pic^^Rj = 0 and = 0.
Now, Aut(GJ = Autbialg(R[G]J, so when D(RJ = 0 this is the 
same result for H = R[G] that we have obtained for H = in 
Theorem 2.42. We could pursue this direction by relaxing the 
condition B(R) = 0 and show that BDo(R,HJ = B(RJ ® Autbialg(HJ 
for H = ttp and may be a truncated power series Hopf algebra for 
an appropriate R.
Remark 2.45
Let H = Op. Then Example 1.14 shows that there is an H-Azumaya 
algebra that is not R-Azumaya, so that BD(R,Hj^BDo(R,HJ, It would be 
nice to compute BD(R,HJ for H = and some specific R. In this 
direction Long in [Li, Theorem 2.7] has shoim that if R is a separably 
closed field of characteristic not dividing n then BD(R,C^J - D, where 
D is the Dihedral group of order 2(n-lJ.
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